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"Read with great interest and was very impressed by the level of research committed to the

project."Ã‚Â - Katie Hopkins Productions, Radio DJ for LBC UK"J.K Sheindlin has done something

incredible!"Ã‚Â - WND Online NewsIn &#39;The People vs Muhammad&#39;, #1 international

bestselling author JK Sheindlin psychologically analyses the founding father of Islam, while putting

him on trial for crimes against humanity.Is Islam a "religion of peace"? Was Muhammad the true and

final prophet of God? Is the Quran the fulfilment of the Bible, and legitimately continuing the

traditions of the Judeo-Christian scriptures? Perhaps one of the most audacious, shocking,

unthinkable and highly controversial ideas to ever be conceived, The People vs Muhammad places

the founding father of Islam on trial for crimes against humanity, and to challenge his

self-proclaimed authority. With the growing threat of home-grown Muslim jihadist terrorist attacks

and the ominous cataclysm of a global holy war, there&#39;s no doubt Islam has become a

burdensome issue which has our own western governments perplexed.This book series intends to

investigate the true ideology of Islam, to ascertain with reason and logic the legitimacy of

Muhammad&#39;s claim and core teachings of his cult. Throughout this series, author J.K Sheindlin

carefully analyses the Quran and the Islamic texts legalistically to expose the shocking truth

pertaining to Muhammad&#39;s advocation for: Pedophilia, honor killings, sex slavery, prostitution,

racism, extortion, murder, psychological indoctrination, intellectual terrorism, censorship, grand

larceny, racketeering, domestic violence, gender inequality, and much more!In this powerful series,

the first installment Psychological analysis delves deep into Muhammad&#39;s past and uncovers

disturbing facts which undoubtedly prove to be the origins of his multiple psychopathological

disorders. Using entirely the Islamic sources in reference to contemporary psychiatric-medical

archives, J.K Sheindlin details Muhammad&#39;s extensive catalogue of mental illnesses which

include: Psychopathy, Gynophobia, Napoleon Complex, Schizophrenia, Narcissistic Personality

Disorder, Messiah-God Complex, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Athazagorophobia, Oedipus

Complex, Sex-addiction, Pedophilia, and Necrophilia. Furthermore, the author also hypothesizes a

convincing argument based on medical science, which debunks Muhammad&#39;s first revelation.

These external factors being: Volcanic gas inhalation, sensory deprivation, starvation, dehydration,

brain damage and Syphilis. Written to provoke a rational response from both Muslim and western

readers, the verdict is ultimately decided by the public to determine if Muhammad&#39;s claim to

prophethood is legitimate.
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Spelling mistakes aside - the author did a wonderful job in analyzing how the so-called holy book

anchors into the psyche of the muslim - typical or otherwise . . . and you will eventually realize why

they do not speak out against the atrocities that have become common place today (Today? They

have been happening since 1400 years!) (Also read the Barbary Wars - the first overseas war of the

US led by Thomas Jefferson)A MUST read - especially by those whose business is global

diplomacy - to understand how to deal with that segment of society and to foresee what works and

what is guaranteed to fail despite contractual agreements with the lot.I can keep writing . . . read the

book instead!

This book should be required reading. Especially to those that are apologetic to the ideology of

Islam and keep insisting it is a "peaceful" religion.I say WELL DONE to the author who, in my

opinion, is a brave and courageous man. Highly recommended.



Beautifully & perfectly details that, proof positive, Muhammad will go down in history, once known &

fully understood, that he is the most deranged psychotic, sexually frustrated & insecure pervert ever

to contaminate the earth! Information provided in this book, that is a fact, not an opinion!

What can I say, TRUTH MATTERS! This book exposes the true history and mind set of it's

beginnings. A godless cult of war and mayhem not the so called religion of peace they want you to

believe they are. A culture that does not have anything in common with Western Civilization.

there may be hope for christians after all,read &learn

This is very good back ground with literary sources added for credibility, which is always needed in

any study a a people or their culture or religions in their Histories. This filled the bill of a very good

documentation of the man who created the largest to date false religion in the world.

Now I understand the mentality of Islamic extremists.

enlightening to say the least
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